Rod Class 11 CVS 1559 in Judge Ridgeway’s ruling
Originated from a Ruling in error in
Class v. NORTH CAROLINA, Case No. 10 DOT 7047
This American National Press by investigation of John Rowe as agent, further under the Private
Attorney General's Across America, reveals this court as Public fact findings and Public case law, that
in the case law under the United States Inc, and between plaintiff Rod Class, further known as Plaintiff,
That the state of North Carolina, a republican puppet state under The original State of North Carolina
which is a Republic State, but therefore the state of North Carolina is operating outside the Union of
1781, and most likely inconsistent with The Laws of Nations.
The Plaintiff, in his court action, found court not disclosing truths of their operating to conceal the
operating of this republican puppet state under The original State of North Carolina, as shown in 1st
originating case of: Class v. NORTH CAROLINA, Case No. 10 DOT 7047, by Magistrate Judge
Howard E. Manning Jr., whereby the case was reheard by Judge Ridgeway known as case law Rod
Class 11 CVS 1559 in Judge Ridgeway’s ruling” later filed.
The action was held in Administrative hearing in Raleigh North Carolina, in the County of Cabarrus,
Petitioner Rodney-Dale; Class versus the North Carolina Department of Transportation, and along with
and listed is the Dallas Police Department, whereby North Carolina action was under Julian Mann III,
as Chief Administrative Judge and certified from the hearing Clerk Kim Hausen.
The court has establish a bona fide record in fact finding, whereby it is in disclosure to establishing
factual patterns and practices, of Human Rights violation(s), through claims by making arbitrary
jurisdiction, those arbitrarily jurisdiction claims, place people into a trafficking environment, by using a
bonding mechanism, which is a means of forcing people into American Motor Vehicle Associations and
others connected with the puppet state of North Carolina and its own divisions of Motor Vehicles
bound by definitions of support, under the United States code. Thus the puppet states do not resolve the
controversy established by and in what was created as a local unit of private Police whom are not
Agency and by Police with its claims making, as if the Police possessed authority as an Official Public
Agency, and not differentiating qualifications by Political Constituency, and its own Congressional
Records where intent of law shows most as matters are of choice when legislators did the creation.
The hearing sets forth their definitions as to an Agency versus a Local Unit. The Agency is therefore
private in character, not stated in their claim, as their claim vacates the facts that the state of North
Carolina is some other Political Constituency and not under the State of North Carolina Union Political
Constituency, and further no people can be forced into that abstract either. Thus, the Dallas Police
department, a private entity under the state of Texas, is also a puppet state of Texas, therefore as their
claim vacates the facts that the state of Texas, is some other Political constituency not under the State of
Texas Union Political Constituency, and further no people can be forced into that abstract either.
Thus, this the ruling is made into International copy herein and Publicized as official evidence of
Puppet states, and court factual findings admitting of patterns and practices, of trafficking of people
into a form of commerce, kidnapping and forcing into bonds for monetization, indicating stock market
or derivatives sources by bonding, the taking of people tangible and intangible rights relating to
enforcement of Associations upon people, and concealing Administrative events by acting as fictional
Magistrate being a Judge and in matter of another enforcement of Association, into a licensing scheme
Association, that interferes with people rights of commerce, by placement into the American Bar and/or
under the American Bar, where the American Bar allegiance is to control by the courts. This makes the

actions and movement of puppet states, as disclosed herein, thus is proving human Rights violations
under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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